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Willem Mengelberg
Joseph Willem Mengelberg was born in Utrecht in 1871 of German parents.
Brilliantly successful in his studies - in composition, piano and conducting - he
made his first appearance on the rostrum in Cologne, his parents' home town, with
the Gurzenich Orchestra in 1891. Shortly afterwards he was appointed Musical
Director at Lucerne where his duties included conducting opera. Untypically for
those days, he rarely directed opera again after relinquishing this early post. Like
Koussevitzky, he was inherently a symphonic conductor and something of a
martinet.
In 1895, he appeared as soloist in Liszt's E flat Concerto in Amsterdam at the
farewell concert of Willem Kes, founder in 1888 and first conductor of the
Concertgebouw Orchestra, whose post he assumed. Within a few years he had
turned his fledgling orchestra into one of Europe's finest, famed for its rich
euphony and virtuosity, and increasingly in thrall to its conductor. (Columbia
recordings of 60 years ago were labelled 'Willem Mengelberg and his
Concertgebouw Orchestra".) For nearly fifty years, Willem Mengelberg dominated
Dutch musical life.
He enjoyed a growing international reputation, too, which led to a number of
other posts and to regular and frequent appearances in many musical centres,
including London. A boyhood friend of Richard Strauss, he was a champion of the
composer's works. Ein Heldenleben was dedicated to Mengelberg and the
Concertgebouw Orchestra and that was only three years after his appointment. He
also assisted Strauss in a festival of his works given in London in 1903.
Mengelberg won the friendship of Mahler, too, and it is claimed that in matters of
tempo and nuance he was the most faithful interpreter of Mahler's music and that
his readings of the symphonies were the nearest in spirit to those of the composer;
on one occasion, in 1904, Mahler conducted his 4th Symphony in Amsterdam,
followed after the interval by a second performance under Mengelberg.
(Incidentally, his 1939 performance can be heard on a compact disc, recently reissued by Philips.) In 1920, he mounted a famous retrospective cycle in Amsterdam
of all Mahler's works.
In the early 1920s, Mengelberg became chief conductor of the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, a post which he shared with Toscanini from 1927 to 1930.
Their artistic incompatibility inevitably resulted in schism and it was Mengelberg
who lost the battle. During the 1930s he diversified his activities further. For
example, he was appointed a Professor of Music at Utrecht University and he is
said to have had ambitions as a composer.
His attitude during the German occupation of Holland has been a matter of
considerable dispute and fair judgment must await the availability of a work which
is overtly both non-partisan and scrupulously researched. It is sufficient here to
state that whilst he accepted a post in the Nazi Culture Cabinet and conducted

regularly in Germany and Austria, nevertheless after the war a number of Jewish
musicians freely testified that his personal intervention had effected their release.
There seems little doubt that like many artists he was politically naive to a fault; on
at least one occasion he openly scorned the ban placed by the Nazis on the
performance of Mahler. Nevertheless, in 1945, at the age of 74, he was stripped of
his many honours, dismissed from his musical directorship and forced into exile in
Switzerland where he died in 1951, shortly before he was to have been
rehabilitated.
At first glances, Mengelberg's recordings suggest that he was a wilful
virtuoso with a repertory limited to popular classical and romantic show pieces. As
far as we can tell from his recordings, he certainly took liberties in his
interpretations of the Beethoven symphonies, a degree of licence which would be
frowned on today, but his conducting of Tchaikovsky, Liszt and Wagner was
electrifying and if the special effects were not to be found in the score they were
always arresting. Like Stokowski, he was not averse to making what he called
"changements" to the works that he conducted, including a huge cut in the finale of
Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony which he claimed had been sanctioned by the
deceased composer's brother Modest. Yet what his recordings hardly reflect is his
very catholic taste and his eclecticism. He was a consistent and brilliant champion
of new music and of the avant-garde of his day - not only Strauss and Mahler, but
such figures as Ravel and Bartók, and he conducted much atonal music, too,
achieving precise and idiomatic performances from his orchestra. He was also a
staunch advocate of contemporary Dutch composers such as Dapper, Roentgen and
his nephew Rudolf Mengelberg, as can be heard in works by these and other
compatriots on a recently-issued compact disc from Teldec.
Despite his notorious reputation for talking endlessly during rehearsals,
Mengelberg was a superb and meticulous orchestral trainer. On the rostrum he
presented a stocky but commanding figure, red-headed as a young man. His two
characteristic taps with the baton before the first downbeat can be heard on some of
his live recordings, although recent CD transfers have omitted them . . . engineers
obviously have tidy minds. His recordings, even if they are limited in scope, and
even if we may take issue today over matters of tempo and style, are vivid
mementos, never the unilluminating, lacklustre run-throughs to which we are so
often subjected nowadays. Even a warhorse like Liszt' s Les Preludes makes the
pulse race; sentimental and melodramatic though it may be, in Mengelberg' s hands
it is as if a master pianist were playing an instrument which emits the power and
timbre of a full orchestra.
Mengelberg's earliest records were made in early 1922 by the acoustical
process, for Victor in the United States. With the advent of electrical recording in
1925, he made a couple of records for Brunswick in the United States and then a
series in Amsterdam for Columbia, some jointly with the German Odeon company.
This series was interrupted by sessions for Victor during his final American
seasons including in 1928 what was possibly his greatest performance on disc,
Strauss' Ein Heldenleben with what was by then the New York PhilharmonicSymphony Orchestra. His return to Europe ended his work with Victor and in 1933

he ceased to make records for Columbia, an association which had produced very
individual accounts of the 4th and 5th Symphonies of Tchaikovsky. A single disc
for Decca was followed by his final series with Telefunken for whom he recorded
many popular staples of the symphonic repertoire, a number of which have recently
re-appeared on compact disc. Lastly, there were various public performances, many
of which have been issued on CD by Philips.
The choice of items on this compact disc has been governed by several
factors. First, in the absence of the original masters, many of which have been lost
or destroyed, recourse has had to be made to shellac copies in good condition. This
in its turn has meant omitting such classics as Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet
Fantasy Overture - a clean copy could not be found in time. These transfers have
been made without extensive filtering of the surface noise, the policy at
Symposium Records being that it is essential to hear the music as clearly as
possible.
Given these criteria, the musical items selected display Mengelberg's genius
over a reasonably wide spectrum. There are representative recordings of all the
companies with whom he worked. His version of the Alceste Overture of Gluck is
the only disc which he made for Decca, whose engineers captured the
Concertgebouw sound remarkably faithfully. Whilst Mengelberg could play
perverse versions of a number of the overtures - the greatly underrated Leonora
No.1 sounds masterly in his hands. The inclusion of a pre-electric version of the
Oberon Overture allows us to hear how fine was the old New York Philharmonic
and how it was possible to capture a tolerably clear and well-balanced sound in the
last years of acoustical recording. The Adagietto from Mahler's 5th Symphony
made only shortly after the great Amsterdam Festival and thus one of the earliest
records by the then new electrical process, has come up with remarkable cleanness.
This programme is presented in chronological order of composition, from
Gluck to Tchaikovsky. It gives a considerable idea of the impact which Willem
Mengelberg had on the musicians and audiences of his day.
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